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Documenting use of Generative AI in 
Scholarly Works 

Two objectives for referencing:
1. The references provide documentation for the part of the text

that is based on the work of others, thus making it possible to 

identify what is your contribution and what comes from other

sources. The argumentation or claim can subsequently be

tested and it can be established whether the work is based on a 

valid foundation or whether important information is missing.

2. The references will enable readers to identify and find the 

documents mentioned.

Faktaboks rubrik 

Neo Sans Medium 30/40pt

OpenAI. (2024, April 5). Should I always cite generative AI in an assignment, or can I use text without citing it? 

[Response by ChatGPT]. ChatGPT 3.5. https://chat.openai.com/share/b42f1b9a-8cbe-41e7-bb78-df23b44cb4b8

See more at https://www.bibliotek.dtu.dk/en/publishing/reference-management/kunstig-intelligens
Image by 905513 from Pixabay

Which other
output styles
are out there ?

APA style
MLA style
IEEE style
Harvard style
Chicago style
Vancouver style

How to cite
APA style…

Questions are
welcome at ..

bibliotek@dtu.dk

Jeannette Ekstrøm
DTU Library, jeek@dtu.dk Poster for DTU Teaching Seminar 2024: AI in Teaching

DTU's code of honour says the following:

“As a student at DTU I acknowledge DTU’s code of honour for examinations and other academic activity. I accept and respect that the high standards for accountability and academic and scientific integrity apply to me as a student just as they apply to lecturers, researchers, and 
students at the university.
I therefore show responsibility and integrity in my work, and my exam submissions always reflect my own work, without having received inappropriate oral or written assistance, including digital sources. I know that I must never copy (plagiarize) other people’s ideas, thoughts, 
reports or articles, but I am permitted to quote and refer to them using quotation marks and source references. [ https://www.inside.dtu.dk/en/undervisning/regler/aereskodeks ]

REMEMBER to read the small prints when publishing:

According to Vancouver Guidelines & COPE (https://publicationethics.org/cope-position-statements/ai-author)…..

‘AI tools cannot meet the requirements for authorship as they cannot take responsibility for the submitted work. As 
non-legal entities, they cannot assert the presence or absence of conflicts of interest nor manage copyright and 
license agreements.’ 

Vancouver Guidelines (https://www.icmje.org/recommendations/browse/roles-and-responsibilities/defining-the-
role-of-authors-and-contributors.html#four) point out, ‘that at submission, the journal should require authors to 
disclose whether they used (AI) assisted technologies in the production of submitted work’

The two prompts above are created in Microsoft Co-pilot. (2024, April 5). I used (of course) the protected view via the 

DTU Login function, where ‘nothing is being saved beside, what I – myself – remember to save from the ‘dialogue 

with the Generative AI from Microsoft’. Microsoft Co-pilot saves the ‘result’, not the prompt. This we need to add……
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